Textbooks for Esercitazioni di lingua inglese 2021-2022


***The cheaper version textbook only is also fine if you can still find it or purchase it (i.e.) from other students: Navigate B2 Upper-intermediate. Coursebook with DVD and Oxford Online Skills Program 9780194566759


Reference grammar for all years:


Suggested grammar for revision and self-study year 1 only: Grammar and Vocabulary for the Real World Premium 2000 with key. Oxford University Press.

Please note that students must have the coursebooks when the lessons begin on the week of 6 September 2021, so take this into consideration when ordering the books.

It is also essential for students to have access to the following:

An advanced learner’s dictionary. 
A collocations dictionary for Learners of English.
A thesaurus.
A bilingual dictionary.

The books may be ordered/purchased at the university’s bookshop in Treviso (Libreria San Leonardo), online or used from other students.
If you buy the book online make sure the ISBN number and the price correspond.

Barbara Pagotto, PhD (collaboratore esperto linguistico lingua inglese)
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